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From the Board President
Robin Smith

By many measures, 2012 was a successful year. 
WildEarth Guardians’ helped ban the trapping 

of wolverines in Montana, protected 54 imperiled 
plants and animals under the Endangered Species Act, curbed mercury 
emissions from a steel mill in Colorado, planted 170,000 trees along 
degraded streams to restore wildlife habitat, and so much more. Despite 
a weak economy, we raised $2.1 million to fund this work. Thanks 
to your generosity, that’s nearly $125,000 more than we thought we 
would raise this year! 

Why is this last bit of information important? Because environmental 
problems are not diminishing, but rather growing in scale. In order 
to protect and defend nature’s right to exist and flourish, we must 
operate on a larger scale. Thus, Guardians’ is growing our staff and 
building our key programs. To accomplish this, we must develop our 
financial resources.

In 2013, with your continued support and belief, we will grow programs 
to defend wolves, eliminate the trapping and poisoning of wildlife, and 
establish the right of rivers to their own water. We will also expand our 
efforts to halt global warming by shuttering fossil fuel power plants 
and move the country toward a sustainable future based on renewable 
energy sources. A thriving wild world depends on us. Thank you for 
being a Guardian.



Guardian Givers
Jerry Ginsburg

Iowe my conservation ethic to a handful of 
influential writers who have impacted my 

life since my college years. Since I retired, I’ve 
increasingly involved myself in a number of conservation groups. 
WildEarth Guardian’s breadth of interest, their tenacity in pursuing 
goals, and their record of accomplishments in preserving the natural 
world are what makes this organization stand out from the rest. I 
have a special interest in water management issues in New Mexico, 
so I’m very happy that Guardians shares my concerns. However, 
the most important thing to me is that Guardians understands the 
interconnectedness of the many environmental issues we confront.  

The problems we face are truly existential ones. Our best hope is to 
channel our time, energy, and support into organizations like WildEarth 
Guardians that have identified the problems and the solutions. The more 
resources Guardians have at their disposal, the better they are able to 
fight for the future: not just the future of my family, but that of our 
planet and its inhabitants. Henry David Thoreau said, “In Wildness is 
the Preservation of the World,” and those words evoke a feeling that 
guides both Guardians and me.



The Year in Review

We’re in it for the long haul, which means we’re in it not only 
to win important short-term fights, but also until we create 

change that can withstand the whims of politics. It means that a loss 
now doesn’t change our vision or diminish our energy towards our 
goal. At times, events during 2012 tested our commitment, especially 
as we watched wolves get gunned down throughout the Northern 
Rockies and the Obama Administration rubber-stamp leases to mine 
billions of tons of coal in Wyoming. But thanks to a slew of victories 
in 2012 that reformed oil and gas development, shuttered coal plants, 
protected endangered species, and banned cruel devices such as traps, 

“We believe that the sky’s the limit. We are biocentric and 
we are proud to stand up for what we believe – even when 
it entails risk.”                       —jOHN HORNINg



“The work that Guardians does helps to make ecosystems whole 
again via policy and on the ground. We put thought, heart, 
and soul into every project.”  — WHITNEy BACON

we are confident in the Guardians 
vision. Thanks for being a part of it—
and for staying with us for as long as 
it takes to create enduring change.

MeMbership

WildEarth Guardians represents you—
our more than 25,000 members and 
activists. We ensure that your belief 
in visionary laws like the Endangered 
Species Act and the Clean Water Act 
are enforced to protect imperiled 
plants and animals and secure a better 
future for wildness. We are grateful 
that you choose to be a Guardian. you 
have consistently heeded our call to 
be a voice for endangered species, 
native carnivores, and our collective 
vision for what’s possible. Thank you! 
On page 13 and 14, and on a new 
page on our website, we acknowledge 
those members who have been with 
us for ten years or more.



“I believe Guardians is the last line of defense for all that is 
natural and wild in our world. We ensure justice for the 
voiceless natural world.”               — BRyAN BIRD

 Wildlife

Our efforts to confront cruelty and promote coexistence with native 
carnivores took a leap forward when we won a legal injunction in 
November that halted wolverine trapping in Montana. It’s a great 
victory for these charismatic creatures and complements our other 
efforts—in state legislatures, Congress, and in the federal courts—to 
ban traps, poisons, and aerial gunning throughout the West. All of 
these initiatives are about creating a world where native carnivores, 
from wolves and wolverines to bears and cougars, can thrive on the 
landscape without persecution.



“We care about wild places, wildlife, rivers, and a healthy 
planet not for what they render us materialistically, but for 
what they render for our souls and spirits.”        —LORI COLT

Being nature’s first responders to stem 
the extinction crisis is a job at which 
we continue to excel. Our historic legal 
settlement under the Endangered Species 
Act continues to move more than 820 
imperiled species steps closer to the full 
protection they so desperately need. In 
2012, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed 
54 species—plants, animals, mollusks—that 
occur throughout the United States. The 
ecological safety net is deployed and we 
can now use it to advocate more effectively 
for each of these species. 

Wild rivers

Our work for the Rio grande focused on 
creating political support to reform archaic 
western water policies that favor irrigation 
and growth over a living river. We engaged 
Congress and administration officials and 
sought their support to ensure that the 
river had a right to its own water. In addi-
tion to challenging transfers of water from 



“I am inspired by our mission. We also inspire others to 
engage with and advocate for wild places, wild rivers, 
and wildlife.”                              —ANgELISA ESPINOzA

farms to cities, we sought to create 
a permanent pool of environmental 
water in upstream reservoirs.

Unquestionably, our fight to 
protect and restore the Rio grande 
got its biggest boost with the long-
overdue hiring of our first Wild 
Rivers Program Director. jen Pelz 
will be doing the critical work we 
need for a living Rio grande.

  Wild places

Protecting our national forests and 
other public lands continues to 
be a cornerstone of the Guardians 
agenda. In 2012, we once again 
successfully challenged U.S. Forest 
Service plans to allow logging on 
national forests in New Mexico and 
Colorado and also worked to rein 
in off-road vehicle use within New 
Mexico’s national forests. 



Our Leopold’s Legacy campaign in the greater gila Bioregion 
continues to make modest progress towards our bold vision. Most 
significantly, we signed our first permit retirement agreement with a 
public lands rancher who agreed to relinquish his permit in exchange 
for financial compensation. Though the agreement is potentially good 
news for wolves and for reframing the social conflict in the region, we 
are still working on Congressional authorization for permit retirement. 

“Guardians believes in a wild world – one with big wild places, 
where all species have a right to exist, and rivers flow free. We 
fight for this at Guardians.”            —KEvIN gAITHER-BANCHOFF



“We believe that nature, be it a river, an insect, a wolf pack, or 
a mountain range, is deserving of respect and has an inherent 
right to exist freely.”             —TAyLOR jONES

cliMate & energy

Four years ago, when we set out to bring 
an eventual end to coal mining in the 
Powder River Basin, we knew that it would 
be a classic case of David vs. goliath. Not 
only were we taking on two multi-national 
giants in Peabody Coal and Arch Coal, the 
Basin is also where nearly 50 percent of 
our nation’s coal is mined. Our litigation, 
political pressure, and consistent media 
attention have made a national—if not 
global—issue of the federal decisions 
to authorize the mining of billions of 
tons of new coal. In fact, we have a 
de-facto moratorium on coal leasing with 
which the highest level of the Interior 
Department is now engaged. Next, we 
plan to create more controversy and to 
win a major legal injunction that will put 
another nail in coal’s coffin. 

A second priority is cleaning up existing 
coal-fired power plants throughout the 



American West. Over the last few years our Clean Air Act litigation 
has targeted nearly all the plants throughout the West with one aim: 
shutting down dirty plants and forcing a transition to cleaner energy, 
for both our health and the planet’s. After years of struggle we finally 
had our first major success with the announcement that half of the 
San juan generating Station is set for closure in 2017. Up next are 
closures at plants in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada.

“I’m proud that Guardians puts its core values before political 
expediency, and that this commitment to integrity informs 
our campaigns.”                 —WENDy KEEFOvER



WildEarth Guardians  2012 Audited Financials

Memberships 
and Donations

$574,991

Legal
$14,245

grants
$798,899

Events
$155,221

government 
grants

$461,098

Endowment
$22,983

“I’m inspired by Guardians because I want to be part of a 
community that does not compromise the ethic that nurtures, 
respects, and protects our natural resources.”   —jIM MATISON

In Kind
$94,272

Other
$9,451

TOTAL 
INCOME: 

$2,131,160



WildEarth Guardians  2012 Audited Financials

Conservation Programs
$1,468,557

Education
$95,333

Administration
$93,126 Fundraising

$167,721

Events /
Outreach
$75,083

“Guardians inspires and empowers us and others to love nature, 
to have hope that we can make change, and to join together in 
making the world a better place.”                   —jEREMy NICHOLS

TOTAL 
EXPENSES: 
$1,899,820



Dona Upson

What drew me to WildEarth Guardians 
was its local endangered species work, 

specifically the Mexican spotted owl program, and 
the emphasis on protecting habitat. WildEarth 
Guardians’ ability to adapt and expand in response 
to an evermore-threatened natural environment 

has maintained my support. My heart aches for endangered animals 
and the loss of natural habitat. All of us on this planet, and our habitat, 
are connected and interdependent, and all benefit immeasurably when 
balance is maintained and restored. We all have a responsibility to do 
what we can to lessen our role in disturbing that balance, and those 
efforts sustain our souls so that we can do more. 

     Ten-Year  Supporters!
        Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to all of our members. Here are three    unique yet typical members who have said “your values are our values.” 
            Together we defend wildness, empower life, end injustice, and stand   for healthy, sustainable ecosystems and human communities. 
           Our members   inspire us!



Robert and Linda Rose

We have been supporters of wildlife and 
natural conservation for a long time, 

and were members of both Forest guardians 
and Sinapu before they merged to form 
WildEarth Guardians. We were drawn to the 

work that Guardians does to protect native ecosystems and the animals 
that they sustain. We appreciate the focus on small but important efforts 
that have achievable results and grassroots support. Everyone should 
support conservation groups like WildEarth Guardians because they do real 
work on the ground, put resources to effective use, and get results! 

     Ten-Year  Supporters!
        Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to all of our members. Here are three    unique yet typical members who have said “your values are our values.” 
            Together we defend wildness, empower life, end injustice, and stand   for healthy, sustainable ecosystems and human communities. 
           Our members   inspire us!

To see all of our ten-year supporters 
visit wildearthguardians.org: About Us > Long Time Supporters



FOUNdATIONS
Ark Foundation
Aurora Foundation
Bamboo Fund
Community Foundation For The
   National Capital Region
Conservation & Research Foundation 
Crawford Family Foundation
Delle Foundation 
Educational Foundation of America
EMA Foundation 
Flora Family Foundation
george And Miriam Martin Foundation
growald Family Fund

Thank You to Our Major Contributors
We are deeply grateful to the following supporters who helped  make our work possible from January 1 - December 31, 2012.

Harbor Oaks Foundation
john S. Scurci Foundation
Kenny Brothers Foundation 
Lazar Foundation
Leon Foundation #1
Leonard X. Bosack & Bette M. Kruger 
   Charitable Foundation
Livingry Foundation 
   c/o Tides Foundation
Max And Anna Levinson Foundation
Mayer And Morris Kaplan Foundation
McCune Charitable Foundation
Moore Family Foundation
New Cycle Foundation
New Mexico Community Foundation
New-Land Foundation
On Shore Foundation
Oppenheimer Brother’s Foundation 
Patagonia Foundation
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Peradam Foundation
Ray Rowe Trust for Animals
Schaffner Family Foundation
Sherpa Fund

“Every day I am able to contribute towards the protection of 
wilderness, and to the wildness that is in all of us and in every 
other species.”                                          —CAROL NORTON



Thank You to Our Major Contributors

Steven Leuthold Family 
   Foundation
Stewart and Constance greenfield 
   Foundation
Still Point Fund
Sulica Fund
Summerlee Foundation
Tides Foundation
Weeden Foundation
Western Organization of 
   Resource Councils 
   Education Project
Wilburforce Foundation

RESTORATION GRANTS
American Forests - global 
   ReLeaf Program
City of Santa Fe 
National Forest Foundation
New Mexico Environment 
   Department - 319 Water Quality
New Mexico Environment Dept.–
   State of NM Riparian Ecosystem 
   Restoration Initiative

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service - 
   Partners Program
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
   - North American Wetlands
   Conservation Act
New Mexico Community 
   Foundation

CONTRIbUTORS 
$5000+
Anonymous 
jess Alford 
Helene Asmis & Patty Levi
glen Banks
Letty Belin
gabe & Larry Burke
Nathaniel & Sarah Cobb
Rob Elliott
Doyne Farmer
jerry ginsburg & Steve Foster
joseph & Lynne Horning
john Horning & 
   Terry Flanagan
Hutton Broadcasting

We are deeply grateful to the following supporters who helped  make our work possible from January 1 - December 31, 2012.

“Guardians think and act outside the realm of what is possible 
and in so doing inspire and achieve things few are brave 
enough to try.”                   —jEN PELz



   

judith & Leon jones
Sarah jones
Doreen McElvany
Stephen Pope & Maria Higuera
Rob & Kim Roberts
Bob Sanderson
Peter Schoenburg & 
   jane Mcgrath
Robin Smith & 
   Cynthia Wutchiett
Loretta Stadler
Bill Syme & joyce Phillips
Todd Tibbals & Andrea Escher
Rebecca vitale Mandich & 
   Mitch Mandich
Michael & Chantal Waldron
Laurel Wilkening

$2500-$4999
Beaver Toyota
Buglet Solar Systems
jeremy Burmeister & David Will
Michael Coop & 
   Emily Kaltenbach 
Susan Crocker
gary & Elena goodman
Numi & Robb Hirsch
Sandi Holland 

Andy & genny Horning
Mark & Carol Rickman
Todd Ringler & 
   Deborah Thompson
Alexandra & james Santos
jon Spar & 
   Karen Kulikowski 
David vonbraun
Wolfhorse Outfitters
Missy & Mike young 

$1000-$2499
Anonymous 
Melanie Anderson
joann & Bob Balzer
Paul Benson
Budd Berkman
Bhakti Chai
Sarah & john Bienvenu
D’arcy Bruderer
Anne Butterfield
Isabel & Andrew Byrnes
joe & Sylvia Cannon
Chamisa Ridge
Peter & Honey Chapin
y & Clark Chapman
Nigel Paul Conway
Harriett Crosby

     
“Guardians is not afraid to make polluters accountable for 
poisoning the Earth’s air and water for politics and profit.”  

 —SAMANTHA RUSCAvAgE-BARz



Mike Daly
Margaret Detwiler
David & Deborah Douglas
Stephen & Karen 
   Durkovich
Richard Ellenberg
Mark & jane Epstein
Doug & Wendy Erwin
David & Eve Espey
Anna & Don Factor
Stephanie Forrest & 
   Fred Carey
Marshall Forrest
Diane Friedman & 
   Tony gerlicz
Thomas & Maureen gootz
Elaine gorham & 
   David Strip
judy gould
Madelyn graffia
David grusin & 
   Nan Newton

Peter & Caroline guynn
Helen Hooper McCloskey
Keene Hueftle
Richard Hughes & 
   Clare Rhodes
Inn and Spa At Loretto
David jones & 
   Deborah Callahan
Norma Kafer & 
   james gordon
Bill Kent & 
  Debbie Hammack
john Kent
David & Molly Kirk
Karen & jeffrey Lawrence
Lane Leckman & Deb Hall
john Lemire
Kathy Love
Bill & Stephanie Lyon
Bob Lyon & 
  Linda Weinert 
Sally Mackler

Linda McDowell
Michael & Sheri Milone
john & Mimsi Milton
janeen Molnar
gene & Marilyn Monroe
Cate Moses
Bill Newsom
jeremy Nichols & 
   vera Smith
Loren & Cammie Nichols
Adele Norton
Carol Norton
Chris O’Neill & 
   Sherman Scurry
Douglas Orr
Peter & jean Ossorio
Steven Perley
Proscape Landscape 
   Management
janet & Ted Ranney
Mary Katherine & 
   Rayburn Ray

     
“Guardians’ effectiveness is evinced by its huge footprint in 
conservation, which belies the organization’s staff size and 
resources.”                                                —MARK SALvO



Anna Richards
Michael & Louise Roach
Rothstein, Donatelli, 
   Hughes, Dahlstrom, 
   Schoenburg & 
   Bienvenu, LLP
Santa Fe Dry goods
Wilson & jenna Scanlan
justin & Li Shen Schmidt
Nan Schwanfelder
Catherine Smith 
Charles Smith III
Mark Smith
janet Snowden & 
   Tomas Enos
Steve Sugarman
judy Sugg & 
   Anupam Narayan
Rosalind & David 
   Switzer

Alice Temple & 
   Frank Herdman
Leslie Weeden & 
   joseph guglietti
judith Williams & Elliot Stern
David Wilson & 
   Eileen Heisman
Sharon Woods
Roy young & Kate Readio

$500-$999
Randy Accetta
David & Margaret 
   Alexander
gaynel & Ed Andrusko
Armendaris Ranch
Sheila Armstrong & 
   Elspeth Bobbs
Christine Baleshta
Mary Louise & Tom Bartlett

Tina Beattie
Lisa & Ted Bennett
Tim & jackie Bennett
Kevin & Lisa Berger
Michael Berman
garland Bills
Robert & Krista Binnie
Bird’s Eye view
Daryl & Fredrick Black
Scott Bol & Myra McKenzie
Betty Braun
William & Andrea Broyles
joan & Megan Casey
john Cochran & Caline Cone
Stephen Cohan
Irwin & Florence Cromwell
Marissa & Chad Crotty
Pamela Cutler & 
   Robert Mcdevitt
Scott Dissel
Eddie Bauer First Ascent
Bradley & Mary jo Edelman
gail gibbon
john & vicky graham
Wendy gram
Darcy Hudgens
Marilyn jasper
Helen Kain

“I work for Guardians to use the law in pursuit of justice for 
those who cannot fight for themselves.”        —jAy TUTCHTON



Kanon Collective
Keshi
La Posada of Santa Fe
LaRoche gallery
Clifford Larsen
Suzanne & 
   Dick Lawrence
Peter Lipman
jon Maaske
ginny & Dewlard 
Manzer
Walter Matuska jr & 
   Laurina Matuska
Cynthia & David 
   Mcgrath
janet McHard & 
   Beth Mohr
Eugene Mei
Marah Moore & 
   Sanjay Poovadan
Ruth & john Morton
Nick Nicholson
Kurt Nordback
Tobin Oruch
john Osterholtz
Chris Otahal
Susan Owens
Bruce Papier

Noel & Diana Park
Allison & Robert 
   Parks
Ray Rafiti 
Parlour Salon
Theresa Perenich
Nicole & David Perez
Sandy Place
john Reilly
Mark & Leslie Salvo
Wayne & Cathy Salvo
Allen & Mary Anne 
   Sanborn
Santa Fe garden Club
Tim Schaffner & 
   Ann Maley
Frank Smucker
Stone Forest, Inc
Brian Stover
Charles & Debbie 
   Stup
Patricia Swain & 
   jack Albano
Telluride 
   Mountainfilm 
Mindy & greg Turner
Amy & Stephen 
   Unfried

Barbara Walker
Christopher Watson
Karen Wohlgemuth
Michele Worstell,
   Nila Bindu jewelry

$250-$499
jeannette Allen
john & jane Amos
Cid Backer 
jeffrey Birnbaum & 
   Bj Pheiffer
Bittersweet Designs
Catherine Wanek
Boulderado
Thomas Brown
N. A. Bull
Suzanne Burger
Royce Coleman
Don & Cheryle Colt
Richard & Deborah 
   Cook
joshua Correll
Mary Cowen &
   jay Newberg
Cupcake Clothing
Dean Allan Design
Desert Rose/Raventalk

“As Guardians we don’t just ‘talk the talk’ – we ‘walk the 
walk.’”                                                    —jODIE WHEELER



Theresa Dunn
Heidi Fleischmann
Douglas & Nancy Francis
Fred Mason Fisher 
   Memorial Fund
Cordelia Friedman & 
   Mark Lowry
valerie gates
Liberty godshall
grand Rapids Community
   Foundation
gregory Sellars Window
   Cleaning
Lisa grice
Diana Hadley
Peggy Hamill
Bhanu & Robert Harrison
Carol Held
Hilton Buffalo Thunder
jack & Melinda Hirsch
Fred Hull
Mariel johnson

george & Shirley Karas
julie Kutz & Brian Cobble
Karen & Chet Leach
jim & Kate Lee
Kathleen Leonard
Becky & Rich Lesser
Liquid Light glass
Margie Lockwood & 
   Richard Romero
Keith Lucas
Lumenscapes
Bill MacClarence
Rocque Marquess
james McClure
Robert McFarland
Scott Meskin
Pamela & Donald Michaelis
Don & jean Molde
jay & Alice Mulberry
Ann Mumford
Robert & Shirley Myers
Leslie Myers & Michael Risner

Becky Noland
Ralph & Arlene Odenwald
Patagonia
Peter Noom Carpentry
Peter & Marita Prandoni 
Pinkfog Studios
Ronald & Barbara Pred
Lisa Quane
Quinlan Ranch
Myron Rightman &
   Roberta Syme
Christine Salem
Santa Fe Sun Monthly
Kerstin & Thom Seivert
Donald & Barbara Sellers
julie Smith & Tim Oakes
David Stanton
Taos Ski valley
Evelyn Taylor
Ten Thousand Waves
Tony Bonanno
   Photography

“Guardians protects wildlife and wild places that might 
otherwise be left unprotected by our legal system.”

                                   —ASHLEy WILMES



Robin Smith, PrEsidEnt

Peter Schoenburg, VicE PrEsidEnt

Todd Ringler, sEcrEtary 
Bill Syme, trEasurEr 

100 percent recycled, 50 percent PCW

Board of Directors
jess Alford
Cathy Bailey 
Nat Cobb 

janet McHard 
vanessa Scurci
jon Spar

santa FE OFFicE:
516 Alto Street   
Santa Fe, NM 87501
tEl 505.988.9126 
Fax 505.213.1895

dEnVEr OFFicE:
1536 Wynkoop St.
Suite 301
Denver, CO 80202
tEl 303.437.7663

OFFicEs alsO in:
Tucson, Boulder, San Diego 

Visit us at:
www.wildearthguardians.org

PhOtOGraPhy crEdits: Jess Alford, p5; Joni Bilderback (staff photos), p4-22; Christopher 
Brown (butterly), p6; Tanya Debardeladen (lazy stream, Rocky Mountains, aspen, 
lupin), p4, p14, p20 and p21; Ken Duckert (sunset), p19; Fish and Wildlife Service 
(red knot), p12; Adriel Heisey (rio grande), p7, p9; iStockPhoto.com (wolverine),  
p 17; National Renewable Energy Laboratory (solar panel), p10; Jon Paul (antelop, 
bear in reflective pool), p15 and p16; Ray Rafiti (running bear, spin dry, wild wolf), 
cover/back, p14, p18; Rich Reading (prairie dog), p13; Tim Springer (bear cub, winter 
scene), p8, p22; http://www.pbase.com/yllstonewolf/ (raptors), p15.

Mary Turner
Kathryn Turnipseed & 
   Tamara Saimons
Uncharted Outposts
Wadle galleries Ltd

Bill Wagner & veronica 
Plaza
Deb & Rick Waring
Alan Webber & 
   Frances Diemonz

Kenda Willey
Michael Willson
Nancy Wirth
Wolf Den Bed & Breakfast
Chris yaros

The Wild bunch are our monthly donors and 
we thank them! Visit the Wild bunch at 
wildearthguardians.org: About Us > Wild bunch.



WildEarth Guardians protects and restores the wildlife, 
wild places, and wild rivers of the American West. 

Mission Statement




